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Assembly instruction

Double pulley covering

The double pulley covering is exclusively suitable for defl ection shea-
ves in closed elevator machine rooms, which only authorized persons 
are allowed to enter. 

The assembly may only be effected by authorized persons*. 
While assembling all corresponding safety rules and the necessary 
safety measures for the elevator assembly have to be considered. 

All data in the assembly instruction incl. the maintenance advice on 
page 6 have to be absolutely kept .  

The assembly, disassembly and maintenance may only be effected 
with a switched off system.

Keep the instruction for later use!
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Parts list:

2 Length metal plates (side plate)
1 Width metal plate
1 cap plate (front plate)

2 plate steel angles for the length
2 plate steel angles for the width
2 plate steel angles for the height

4 mounting angles 160mm x 100mm x 40mm
1 caution label pictogram
1 assembly instruction

1 Fastening set type A
 consisting of:
 50 pcs. special tapping screws 5.5 x 8 for 8er perforated plate with special head 
 d = 14mm and latching

1 Fastening set type B
 consisting of:
 20 pcs. latching screws M6 x 12
 20 pcs. latching nuts M6

1 Fastening set type C
 consisting of:
   8 pcs. latching screws M8 x 35
   8 pcs. latching screws M8 x 20
 16 pcs. latching nuts M8
   4 wedge washers A9 für U-girder

1 Fastening set type D
 consisting of:
 4 pcs. dowels 12x60
 4 pcs. screws 8 x 70 fi tting for dowel
 4 pcs. fl at washer A9
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Assembly instruction

First check the scope of delivery according to the parts list.

Screw on the longitudinal angles on the side plates. Use the screws of the fastening set type A.

Assemble the two height angles and one width angle on the width metal plate.
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Fasten the caution label pictogram with the enclosed lacing cord on the later front metal plate or on a side 
plate of the covering. The caution label has to be well visible with the assembled covering.

Screw the front plate on the side plate.

Screw the width metal plate on the two previously assembled metal plates.
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Fasten the mounting angles with the fastening set type B on the side plates. To reach stability, there have to 
be assembled two angles each on every side of the covering.

To mark the rope passage hold the front plate with the assembled side and width plate on the rope outlets.  
Afterwards cut out the passages with an edge cutter or plate shears (art.no. 63550). 
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Maintenance advice:
The fi xity of the screwed fastenings of the double pulley covering has to be checked once a year 
and after every safety gear test. If on the machine constant hard knocks or vibrations arise, e.g. 
by stacker operation in the cabin or other imponderabilities, sometimes shorter maintenance 
intervals could be necessary. It is also possible that for example by machine unbalance vibration 
frequences appear, which unfi x the screwed fastenings. The stipulation and responsibility for 
a temporally resonable maintenance interval are incumbent on the operator. 

▼ ▼

width angle

Put the front plate with the rope cut outs over the ropes. Assemble the last side plate. The assembled 
covering is now fastened on the wall or on the pulley frame. Consider that the ropes are not grinding on 
the covering.
For reinforcement the second width angle can be assembled on the upper end of the front plate.


